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Let your journey begin.
When Hyundai introduced the first Santa Fe nearly two decades ago, it was a crucial step towards where
we are today: The #1 ranked automotive brand in customer loyalty – now for the eighth consecutive year.1
We got here by focusing on one aim: Making things better.
Striving for continuous improvement in the cars we build and the services we provide. It’s enabled us to
back our vehicles with America’s Best Warranty. And it’s why the 2018 Santa Fe and Santa Fe Sport have
the power, versatility, safety technology and stylish comfort you’ve always wanted.
So what do you do for an encore after making 2017 Santa Fe models structurally stronger, safer, more
versatile and more comfortable? You make them smarter. Thanks to new Amazon Alexa voice services,
you can now talk to your Santa Fe remotely without reaching for your smartphone. Just ask Alexa to
start the engine and temperature controls, and they switch on while you finish getting ready to leave.2
It’s the latest example of connected car options that have earned Hyundai industry accolades for being
intuitively easy to use.
Whether you choose a Santa Fe seating 5, 6 or 7 passengers, you’re protected by advanced safety systems
that include available Automatic Emergency Braking with Pedestrian Detection,3 Blind Spot Detection
with Rear Cross-traffic Alert,4 and more. Much more. This fusion of technologies helped the 2017 Santa Fe
built after March 2016 and equipped with available Automatic Emergency Braking and specific headlights
earn an IIHS Top Safety Pick+ rating. The 2017 Santa Fe Sport? It earned an NHTSA Overall 5-Star Safety
rating and, when equipped with Automatic Emergency braking, an IIHS Top Safety Pick rating, too.5
All of which ensures your journeys are more rewarding when they’re in a Santa Fe.

1
Based on 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017 Brand Keys Customer Loyalty Engagement Index®. 2 Requires Blue Link Remote package and automatic temperature control. 3 Automatic Emergency Braking (AEB) with Pedestrian Detection detects pedestrians, but not in all conditions. AEB is designed to
assist drivers to avoid, or reduce the severity of, collisions with cars that have slowed or stopped in front of them. It is a supplemental assist and does not replace the need for extreme care and attention by the driver. Automatic Emergency Braking may not stop the vehicle completely and will not avoid all collisions.
4
Standard on Santa Fe Sport 2.0T/2.0T Ultimate and Santa Fe SE Ultimate/Limited Ultimate, available on Santa Fe Sport and Santa Fe SE. Do not rely completely on Blind Spot Detection (BSD) and be sure to use proper lane changing procedures. BSD may not detect every object or vehicle and will not prevent
accidents. See Owner’s Manual for further product details and limitations. Rear Cross-traffic Alert is active when the vehicle is in reverse gear and backing at a speed less than 6 mph. Never rely exclusively on the Rear Cross-traffic Alert. Always look over your shoulder and use your mirrors to confirm rear clearance.
There are limitations to the function, detection, range and clarity of the system. See Owner’s Manual to learn more. 5 TOP SAFETY PICK+ rating is based on an Insurance Institute for Highway Safety good ratings in the small overlap front, moderate overlap front, side, roof strength and head restraint tests, as well as
an advanced or superior rating for front crash prevention. For details, visit iihs.org. Government 5-Star Safety ratings are part of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s (NHTSA) New Car Assessment Program (safercar.gov).

Santa Fe Sport 2.0T Ultimate Tech Package in Pearl White

Santa Fe Sport 2.0T Ultimate Tech Package in Pearl White / Santa Fe Limited Ultimate Tech Package in Storm Blue

Santa Fe Lineup

Is Santa Fe the right size SUV for you?
The answer is yes, yes and yes.
Face it – one size seldom fits all. That’s why we offer Santa Fe in a range of models with 5-, 6- or
7-passenger seating. You might find that our 2-row, 5-passenger Santa Fe Sport is just the right size. Or
perhaps bigger is better for you? Our 3-row Santa Fe is built on a longer wheelbase that creates the extra
room you need to carry more passengers and gear.
The 7-passenger Santa Fe SE lets you buckle three passengers into a 2nd row of seats. The 3rd row is
easier than ever to access thanks to 40/20/40 seats in the 2nd row, along with a longer range of slide
adjustability. With the 2nd- and 3rd-row seats folded flat, there’s a full 80 cubic feet of cargo volume –
space that accommodates big loads, thanks to Santa Fe’s hands-free smart liftgate with auto open. Opt
for the 6-passenger Santa Fe Limited Ultimate, and a pair of leather-clad captain’s chairs occupies the
middle row of its luxurious cabin.
Big also describes the power output of the 3.3L V6 engine at the heart of our long-wheelbase models. It
produces 290 horsepower with a towing capacity of up to 5,000 pounds. So you can say yes to trailering
those big toys of yours.

Captain’s chairs in Santa Fe Limited Ultimate

Fold-flat 2nd-row and 3rd-row seats

1
Front Wheel Drive EPA estimates for comparison only. Mileage may vary. Your actual mileage will vary with options, driving conditions, driving habits and vehicle’s condition. 2 Comparison with 2017 Nissan Pathfinder and Honda Pilot, 2016 Mazda CX-9. 3 Available on Santa Fe Sport 2.0T Ultimate, Santa Fe SE
Ultimate and Santa Fe Limited Ultimate. 4 LED Daytime Running Lights available on Santa Fe Sport.

Santa Fe Limited Ultimate Tech Package in Circuit Silver

Refined Engineering

Some performers just make it look easy.
Santa Fe is filled with engineering innovations that help it perform with a responsiveness and agility that’s surprising for an
SUV of its size. Take the Santa Fe Sport 2.0T – it uses a twin-scroll turbo to boost the power of its available 2.0L 4-cylinder
engine. With 240 horsepower and 260 lb-ft of torque, it feels like a V6 while sipping fuel to the tune of 28 MPG on the
highway.1 Engineered to run on regular unleaded gas, the engine’s advanced design also helps reduce emissions and optimize
efficiency at lower engine speeds.

25
MPG

highway 1

That 5,000-pound towing capacity we mentioned? Santa Fe models equipped with the 3.3L V6 have 252 lb-ft of torque to
make heavy hauling look easy, along with a standard transmission cooler and trailer prep package that’s pre-wired for towing
duties. Driving duties are also less stressful, thanks to Hillstart Assist Control and Downhill Brake Control features that add
confidence whether you’re towing or not.
The 2018 Santa Fe and Santa Fe Sport are available with Active Cornering Control All Wheel Drive. It proactively sends torque
to the wheels with the most grip. When cornering, the AWD system automatically brakes the inside rear wheel for more
responsive handling. So driving on slick surfaces looks easy, too.

V6 Muscle With an available 290-hp V6, Santa Fe

Driving Gets Personal Santa Fe lets you select

Seeing Is Believing Santa Fe believes in both

offers more horsepower than Nissan Pathfinder,
Honda Pilot and Mazda CX-9.2 Yet its highway
rating is up to 25 MPG.1 Every Santa Fe uses our
6-speed SHIFTRONIC® automatic transmission
with an overdrive lock-up torque converter for
higher fuel economy at freeway speeds.

the drive mode that suits your personality. At
the press of a button, the driver can choose
between Normal and Sport modes, which
changes the way Santa Fe’s transmission,
steering and engine perform.

seeing, and being seen. Powerful HID headlights
with Dynamic Bending Light are available to
penetrate the darkness,3 along with standard
LED Daytime Running Lights4 and LED headlight
accents that add visibility – day or night.

290
HP

3.3L GDI V6

Santa Fe Luxury

Let your sixth sense guide the other five.
Approach the driver’s side of a leather-clad Santa Fe or Santa Fe Sport, and a special connection is forged: Its Proximity Key
recognizes you and automatically unlocks your door. Step inside, and your senses are instantly stirred by a premium woodfinish trim that sends a clear signal: Luxury lives here.
Secure yourself into the leather driver’s seat and press the start button. Soothing heat and cooling ventilation seat controls
are at your fingertips. That breath of air you just took was automatically cleansed by a CleanAir Ionizer. And that song you’re
enjoying? It’s acoustically optimized by a 590-Watt Infinity® Premium Audio System with 12-speaker Quantum Logic® Surround
Sound and Clari-Fi™ Music Restoration Technology that restores sound quality lost in digitally compressed music.
What if that approach you took was to the rear, rather than the driver’s side? Your Santa Fe recognizes it’s you, and the heightadjustable hands-free smart liftgate opens automatically.1 Freeing your hands for more important tasks…like carrying bags of
gear. After all, our sixth sense tells us you and your Santa Fe have travel plans.

Cabin Comfort Santa Fe ’s dual automatic
temperature control with CleanAir Ionizer lets
you and your front passenger set individual
climate controls while reducing impurities from
the cabin air.2 To help cool the interior, the front
side windows and windshield are designed with
heat-blocking solar glass.

Sitting Pretty Whether your Santa Fe or Santa
Fe Sport features YES Essentials® stain-resistant
cloth seating or heated and ventilated leather
seats up front, comfort starts the moment you
take your seat. Other luxuries include heated
2nd-row seats3 and a heated steering wheel,3
an Integrated Memory System 3 and poweradjustable lumbar support for the driver.2

Music Lesson Even the most discerning
audiophile will be impressed by Santa Fe’s 590Watt Infinity® Premium Audio System.3 Twelve
expertly placed speakers flood the cabin with
deep bass, clear mid-range and crisp highs
captured by Quantum Logic Surround Sound
with Clari-Fi Music Restoration. It’s so vivid, you’ll
feel like you’re listening to a live performance.

1
3

The hands-free smart liftgate will open when your Proximity Key is within 3 feet of the detection area for at least 3 seconds. Radio transmitters and other vehicle smart keys may interfere in normal operation. Please consult your Owner’s Manual for details. 2 Available on Santa Fe Sport, standard on all other models.
Available on Santa Fe Sport, standard on all Ultimate models.

Santa Fe Limited Ultimate Tech Package in Gray Leather

Advanced Safety

How to pick your next SUV:
Choose from our IIHS Top Safety Picks.
Every year, the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety issues its report covering two aspects of safety: How well a vehicle
protects occupants in a crash, and how effective its technology is in helping prevent a crash or lessen its severity. Once again,
the 2017 Hyundai Santa Fe and Santa Fe Sport both earned a Top Safety Pick award.1
In Santa Fe, safer driving starts the moment you back out of your driveway. In reverse gear, available Rear Cross-traffic Alert
helps identify and warn the driver of vehicles approaching from the side. On the road, available Automatic Emergency Braking
with Pedestrian Detection helps avoid potential collisions.
To alert you whenever your vehicle strays from its lane without the turn signal activated, Lane Departure Warning is available.2
Want to change lanes? Blind Spot Detection with Lane Change Assist3 helps you do so more confidently. And to help ease the
hassle of maneuvering in and out of tight parking spaces, Santa Fe offers a rearview camera and Multi-view Camera system.4

Hyundai engineers are always pursuing
better ways to help make driving safer.
Some of the advanced safety features
available on the 2018 Santa Fe include:

• Automatic Emergency Braking
with Pedestrian Detection
• Smart Cruise Control with stop/start
• Blind Spot Detection
• Lane Change Assist

To learn more about our advanced safety engineering, please visit hyundaiusa.com.
• Lane Departure Warning
• Multi-view Camera
• Rear Cross-traffic Alert
• Rear parking sensors6
• Rearview camera with dynamic guidelines

Smart Cruise Control Far more than ordinary

All-Around Views In addition to its rearview

Hyundai Blue Link® Our Connected Care

cruise control, this feature automatically adjusts
Santa Fe’s speed to maintain a set distance
from the vehicle ahead. If needed, the system is
capable of bringing your Santa Fe to a complete
stop, then starting again without driver input.5

camera, Santa Fe’s Multi-view Camera displays
an overhead view to help you see the area all
around your vehicle. The touchscreen display’s
split screen also allows you to view navigation
maps and music apps simultaneously. Welcome
to multitasking at its most effortless.

package helps ensure you’re not alone in an
emergency. Automatic Collision Notification and
SOS Emergency Assistance report your position
and connect you to an operator in a flash.
Connected Care also includes Monthly Vehicle
Health Reports and lets you schedule service
appointments with authorized Hyundai dealers.7

1
Top Safety Pick rating based on a Good in the 31 mph side-impact crash test, 40 mph moderate overlap frontal crash test, 20 mph rear-impact test and roof strength testing; a Good or Acceptable in the 40 mph small overlap frontal crash test; and an Advanced or Superior rating for front crash prevention performed
by the IIHS. For details, visit iihs.org. 2 Available on all Ultimate models. Lane Departure Warning will not work under all circumstances. It functions when it is able to detect painted lane markings and will not prevent loss of control. Refer to your Owner’s Manual for details on operation and limitations. 3 Lane Change
Assist provides an audible and visual alert if the turn signal is activated and another vehicle in the blind spot is sensed. There are limitations to the function, range, detection and clarity of the system. 4 Multi-view Camera standard on all Ultimate models, available on Santa Fe Sport. 5 Smart Cruise Control (SCC) is not
a collision avoidance or warning device. SCC is for highway use only and should not be used in poor weather, heavy or varying traffic, or on winding or slippery roads. Driver remains responsible to slow or stop the vehicle to avoid a collision. 6 Standard on all Ultimate models, available on Santa Fe Sport. 7 Blue Link is
complimentary for the first 3 years of ownership and requires an active Blue Link subscription. Three-year term starts from the new vehicle date of first use and is available for new vehicle purchases and leases based upon terms and conditions on the Blue Link subscription enrollment pages. Only use Blue Link and
corresponding devices when it is safe to do so. Cellular and GPS coverage is required. Features, specifications, and fees vary by subscription plan and are subject to change. For more on details and limitations, visit Hyundai.com or your authorized Hyundai dealer.

Santa Fe Sport 2.0T Ultimate Tech Package in Pearl White

● Destination Search
powered by Google™
● Remote Start with
Climate Control
● Remote Door Lock/Unlock
● Car Finder

Available on Santa Fe Sport, standard on all other models. 2 Requires the Android Auto app on Google Play and an Android compatible smartphone running Android 5.0 Lollipop or higher. Google, Android, Android Auto, Google Play and other marks are trademarks of Google Inc. 3 Apple CarPlay works with iPhone
5 and later models running the latest version of iOS 7.1 and above. Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. 4 Available on Santa Fe Sport, standard on Sport 2.0T Ultimate, Santa Fe SE Ultimate and Limited Ultimate. 5 All SiriusXM services require a subscription, sold separately by SiriusXM after the trial period.
Fees and taxes apply. All fees and programming are subject to change. To cancel, please call 1-866-635-2349. See our Customer Agreement for complete terms at siriusxm.com. Sirius, XM, SiriusXM and all related marks and logos are trademarks of Sirius XM Radio Inc. 6 Requires Blue Link Remote package and
automatic temperature control.
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Santa Fe Limited Ultimate Tech Package in Circuit Silver

Connected Car Technology

Santa Fe makes your
smartphone even smarter.
These days, most of your life is on your smartphone. Android Auto™ and Apple CarPlay™ transform
your Santa Fe into an extension of your phone via a brilliant touchscreen display.1 Android Auto
seamlessly connects your compatible Android™ smartphone with Google Maps,™ Google Play Music,
phone calls, send messages and more.2 Apple CarPlay lets you access your Apple Music and Maps, make
phone calls and send messages using familiar Siri voice commands.3
Navigation is seamless onboard Santa Fe, too, thanks to an 8” high-resolution touchscreen that
responds to voice commands and displays maps and music selections simultaneously on a split screen.4
Santa Fe’s navigation system is enhanced by a suite of SiriusXM Travel Link® features5 as well as our Blue
Link Guidance package (complimentary for the first 3 years).
Starting your Santa Fe’s engine and climate controls remotely has been enhanced, too.6 In addition to
our MyHyundai with Blue Link app, you can instruct Amazon Echo’s Alexa to remotely unlock your doors,
set climate controls and get your motor running before heading out on the highway.

Hyundai Blue Link
What gives Santa Fe owners a better connection to the things they
need? Hyundai’s award-winning Blue Link Connected Car System,1
now complimentary for the first 3 years of ownership. For details
on all the Blue Link features offered, visit HyundaiBlueLink.com.
Available Blue Link Connected Car System features include:
Connected Care

Remote

• Automatic Collision Notification
• Enhanced Roadside Assistance
• SOS Emergency Assistance
• Monthly Vehicle Health Report
• Service Link
• On-Demand Diagnostics

• Remote Door Lock/Unlock
• Remote Horn and Lights
• Car Finder
• Remote Start with Climate Control
• Alarm Notification
• Stolen Vehicle Recovery
• Valet/Geo-Fence/Speed/Curfew Alerts

Guidance
• Destination Search powered by Google™
• Destination Send-to-Car by Google

Automagic Information Android Auto
automatically displays useful information
on your Santa Fe’s touchscreen – things
like suggested destinations, upcoming
appointments and weather conditions – all
organized into simple cards that appear
onscreen just when they’re needed.

Say Hello To Alexa Santa Fe now integrates with Amazon Alexa
voice services on devices such as Echo and Echo Dot. Ask Alexa to
remotely start your SUV, set the climate controls and lock or unlock
the doors – and your Santa Fe responds while you finish getting
ready to walk out the door.6

Exterior Colors
Santa Fe Sport
Sparkling
Silver

Pearl
White

Twilight
Black

Serrano
Red

Mineral
Gray

Marlin
Blue

Platinum
Graphite

Nightfall
Blue

2018 Santa Fe Sport
Key Standard Features

Santa Fe
Circuit
Silver

Monaco
White

Becketts
Black

Regal
Red Pearl

Iron
Frost

Java
Espresso

Night
Sky Pearl

Storm
Blue

• 185 hp, 2.4L GDI 4-cylinder engine
• 6-speed automatic transmission 		
with SHIFTRONIC®
• 17˝alloy wheels
• Drive Mode Select
• 5˝color LCD touchscreen display 		
with rearview camera
• Tilt-and-telescopic steering wheel
with audio/phone/cruise controls
• 40/20/40 split fold-down 2nd-row 		
seats with recline function

• YES Essentials® stain-resistant cloth seats
• Vehicle Stability Management
• 7-airbag safety system with
driver’s knee airbag
• Driver’s blind spot mirror
• Automatic on/off headlights
• LED headlight accents
• Daytime Running Lights
• Rear spoiler with LED brake light
• Chrome exterior door handles
• Front solar glass and rear privacy glass

Value Package

Interior Colors
Gray Cloth

Beige Cloth

Gray Leather

Beige Leather

Black Leather

Sport Standard Features plus:
+ Proximity Key with push button start
+ 7˝display audio with Apple CarPlay™
and Android Auto™ support
+ SiriusXM® Satellite Radio
+ Blue Link® Connected Car System
+ Dual automatic temperature 		
control with CleanAir Ionizer

+ Heated front seats
+ Power driver seat with lumbar support
+ Heated dual power side mirrors
with turn signal indicators
+ Front foglights and roof side rails
+ LED Daytime Running Lights
+ Premium lower front fascia (gloss black)

Premium Package
Sport Value Package plus:
+ Leather seating surfaces
+ Leather-wrapped steering wheel 		
and shift knob
+ 2nd-row sliding 40/20/40 split bench
seat with cargo area releases
+ Power height-adjustable passenger seat
+ Hands-free smart liftgate with auto open
+ Electroluminescent Gauge Cluster
with color LCD multi-info display

Wheels
Santa Fe Sport

Santa Fe

+ Manual rear side-window sunshades
+ Auto-dimming rearview mirror 		
with HomeLink® and compass
+ Premium wood-finish interior trim
+ Premium door sill plates
+ Rear Cross-traffic Alert
+ Lane Change Assist
+ Blind Spot Detection System
– Removes driver’s blind spot mirror

Tech Package

17˝ Alloy Wheel
2.4L

18˝ Alloy Wheel
2.0T

19˝ Alloy Wheel
2.0T Ultimate

18˝ Alloy Wheel
SE

19˝ Alloy Wheel
SE Ultimate/Limited Ultimate

Sport Premium Package plus:
+ Power tilt-and-slide panoramic sunroof
+ Multi-view Camera system
+ Heated steering wheel
+ Infinity® Premium Audio System with
Quantum Logic® Surround Sound and
Clari-Fi™ Music Restoration Technology

+ 8˝touchscreen navigation system with
Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™ support
+ Integrated Memory System for driver’s seat
+ Ventilated front seats
+ Heated rear seats
+ Rear parking sensors

2018 Santa Fe Sport 2.0T

2018 Santa Fe SE (7-passenger)

Sport Premium Package plus:

Sport Standard Features plus:

+ 240 hp, 2.0L twin-scroll turbo GDI 		
4-cylinder engine
+ 18˝alloy wheels

+ 290 hp, 3.3L GDI V6 engine
+ 18˝alloy wheels
+ 7-passenger seating with 50/50
split-folding 3rd-row bench seating
+ 2nd-row sliding 40/20/40 split bench
seat with cargo area releases
+ Dual automatic temperature control
with CleanAir Ionizer
+ 7˝display audio with Apple CarPlay™
and Android Auto™ support
+ SiriusXM® Satellite Radio

+ Chrome-tipped dual exhaust
+ Trailer prep package

2018 Santa Fe Sport 2.0T Ultimate
Sport 2.0T Standard Features plus:
+ 19˝alloy wheels
+ Power tilt-and-slide panoramic sunroof
+ Infinity® Premium Audio System with 		
Quantum Logic® Surround Sound and
Clari-Fi™ Music Restoration Technology
+ Multi-view Camera system
+ 8˝touchscreen navigation system
with Apple CarPlay™ and Android
Auto™ support

+ Integrated Memory System
for driver seat and side mirrors
+ Heated steering wheel
+ Ventilated front seats
+ Heated rear seats
+ HID Xenon headlights
+ LED taillights
+ Premium exterior lower door trim
+ Rear parking sensors

Ultimate Tech Package
Sport 2.0T Ultimate Standard Features plus:
+ Smart Cruise Control with stop/start
+ Lane Departure Warning
+ Automatic Emergency Braking with 		
Pedestrian Detection

+
+
+
+

SE Premium Package plus:
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Blue Link® Connected Car System
Power driver seat with lumbar support
Power windows with front auto-down/up
Rear-seat heating and
air conditioning vents
LED Daytime Running Lights
Heated dual power side mirrors
Unique 5-bar front grille
Chrome-tipped dual exhaust
Premium front and rear fascia
Trailer prep package and roof side rails

Premium Package

High Beam Assist
Dynamic Bending Light
Auto-leveling headlights
Electronic Parking Brake with auto-hold

SE Standard Features plus:
+ Proximity Key with push button start
+ Leather seating surfaces and
heated front seats
+ Leather-wrapped steering wheel 		
and shift knob
+ Power height-adjustable passenger seat
+ Electroluminescent Gauge Cluster
with color LCD multi-info display
+ Hands-free smart liftgate with auto open
+ Blind Spot Detection
– Removes driver’s blind spot mirror

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Manual rear side-window sunshades
Rear Cross-traffic Alert
Lane Change Assist
Dual power side mirrors
with turn signal indicators
Auto-dimming rearview mirror 		
with HomeLink® and compass
Premium door sill plates
3rd-row USB charge port
Front LED foglights

2018 Santa Fe SE Ultimate (7-passenger)
SE Premium Package plus:

Performance and EPA Mileage Estimates

• Horsepower
• Front Wheel Drive
• All Wheel Drive
• Fuel Tank Capacity

(City/Highway/Combined MPG)

Sport

Sport 2.0T

Sport 2.0T
Ultimate

185 HP

240 HP

240 HP

SE

SE Ult/
Ltd Ult

290 HP

290 HP

21/27/24

20/28/23

20/27/23

18/25/21

17/23/20

20/26/22

19/26/22

19/24/21

18/24/20

17/22/19

17.4 gal

17.4 gal

17.4 gal

18.8 gal

18.8 gal

+ 19˝alloy wheels
+ Power tilt-and-slide panoramic sunroof
+ 8˝touchscreen navigation system
with Apple CarPlay™ and Android
Auto™ support
+ Infinity® Premium Audio System with
Quantum Logic® Surround Sound and
Clari-Fi™ Music Restoration Technology

+ Multi-view Camera system
+ Heated steering wheel
+ Integrated Memory System
for driver seat and side mirrors
+ Ventilated front seats
+ Heated rear seats
+ Rear parking sensors
+ 115-volt power outlet

Ultimate Tech Package
SE Ultimate Standard Features plus:
+ Smart Cruise Control with stop/start
+ HID Xenon headlights
+ Dynamic Bending Light
+ High Beam Assist

2018 Santa Fe Limited Ultimate (6-passenger)
+ 19˝alloy wheels
+ Power tilt-and-slide panoramic sunroof
+ 6-passenger seating with 2nd-row
captain’s chairs
+ Infinity® Premium Audio System with
Quantum Logic® Surround Sound and
Clari-Fi™ Music Restoration Technology
+ 8˝touchscreen navigation system
with Apple CarPlay™ and Android
Auto™ support
+ Ventilated front seats
+ Heated rear seats

+ Integrated Memory System
for driver seat and side mirrors
+ Heated steering wheel
+ Multi-view Camera system
+ 2nd-row cupholders
+ 115-volt power outlet
+ LED taillights
+ Premium exterior lower door trim
with silver-painted accents
+ Rear parking sensors

Ultimate Tech Package
Limited Ultimate Standard Features plus:
+ HID Xenon headlights
+ Dynamic Bending Light
+ High Beam Assist
+ Smart Cruise Control with stop/start

+ Lane Departure Warning
+ Electronic Parking Brake with auto-hold
+ Automatic Emergency Braking with 		
Pedestrian Detection

Exterior Dimensions
Santa Fe Sport

Santa Fe

• Wheelbase

106.3 in

110.2 in

• Overall Length

185.0 in

193.1 in

• Overall Width, excluding mirrors

74.0 in

74.2 in

• Overall Height [-/+ roof rails]

66.1/66.5 in

66.5/66.9 in

• Tread Width, front/rear [17″]

64.3/64.7 in

–

• Tread Width, front/rear [18″&19″]

64.1/64.5 in

64.1/64.5 in

Santa Fe Sport

Santa Fe

• Passenger Volume

108.0 cu ft

146.6 cu ft

• Total Interior Volume

143.4 cu ft

160.1 cu ft

Behind Front Seats

71.5 cu ft

80.0 cu ft

Behind 2nd-Row Seats

35.4 cu ft

40.9 cu ft

Behind 3rd-Row Seats

–

13.5 cu ft

Interior Dimensions

• Cargo Volume
+ Lane Departure Warning
+ Electronic Parking Brake with auto-hold
+ Automatic Emergency Braking
with Pedestrian Detection

America’s Best Warranty
Powertrain
Limited Warranty

New Vehicle
Anti-Perforation
Limited Warranty Warranty

24/7 Roadside
Assistance

10 years
5 years
7years
5 years
100,000 miles 60,000 miles unlimited miles unlimited miles

HYUNDAIASSURANCE.COM

Our commitment to Hyundai owners doesn’t end with the transfer
of keys. Wherever the road takes you, we’ve got your back with
Hyundai Assurance, an umbrella of services and benefits that includes
America’s Best Warranty, 24/7 Roadside Assistance, innovative safety
and car care features...and more.

See dealer for LIMITED WARRANTY details. Fuel economy estimated by EPA for comparison only. Mileage may vary. While the information contained in this brochure was correct at the time of printing, specifications and equipment
can change. Feature comparisons based on competitor information available at the time of printing. No warranty or guarantee is being extended in this brochure, and Hyundai reserves the right to change product specifications
and equipment at any time without incurring obligations. Some vehicles are shown with optional equipment. Specifications apply to U.S. vehicles only. Please contact your Hyundai dealer for current vehicle specifications. As part of
Hyundai’s commitment to a responsible environment, this brochure was printed using paper certified by the Forest Stewardship Council.® FSC® certification helps ensure that the highest social and environmental standards are met in
the making of the paper we use, contributing to conservation, responsible management and community-level benefits for people near the forests.
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